
 

 

 

 

  

2015 Ford C-MAX 

Hybrid 

 
        

Intelligent Access 
Unlocking, locking and starting your C-MAX is easy, thanks to available 

Intelligent Access with push-button start. To lock and unlock the doors, 

with the key fob in your pocket or purse, simply touch the driver’s side 

door handle. To start the vehicle, with the key fob still in your pocket or 

purse, press the brake pedal and then the start button. Then just shift 

into gear and go. 

  

Rear View Camera 
Get a picture of what’s behind you. Simply put the vehicle into reverse 

and the rear view camera will automatically display an image of what’s 

behind your vehicle on a screen while you’re slowly backing up. 

 

Adaptive Cruise Control 

Using forward-looking radar, this system “looks” down the road when 

activated, and can slow the C-MAX when slower traffic is detected 

ahead. Adaptive cruise control enables collision warning with brake 

support to help slow the car if the potential of a crash is detected. 

  

The C-MAX Hybrid features cutting-edge technology with sophisticated design 
and runs on a combination of gas and electricity. The C-MAX Hybrid comes with 
many advantages, such as fuel efficiency, battery recharging and the power split 
hybrid architecture. 

 



 

 
Active Park Assist 

Using sensors, this technology can identify a suitable parallel parking 

space, calculate the trajectory and steer the car to properly position it 

within the spot. The driver simply operates the gas and brake pedals. 

  

  

Staying Connected  

The C-MAX Hybrid is also packed with the technology that keep you 

connected, encouraging you to keep your eyes on the road and your 

hands on the wheel. It comes with SYNC® with MyFord Touch® allowing 

drivers to interact through voice control, a touch screen tap or a 

conventional button. You can even ask your car for restaurant 

suggestions by saying “I’m hungry.” How cool is that? When paired with 

Ford SYNC, “Do Not Disturb” blocks incoming phone calls or text 

messages. Calls are diverted to voicemail and text messages are saved 

on the device for later viewing. Drivers can still make voice-activated 

outgoing calls, and SYNC 911 Assist ® can still make a call in case of 

emergency. 

  

  

  

Hands-Free Liftgate 
The Hands Free Liftgate combines sensors and a gentle leg motion to 

open the rear hatch without lifting a finger. No more fumbling for keys 

or setting packages down before loading them. Belongings can be easily 

loaded into the cargo area. The height of the liftgate can be 

programmed to the customer’s needs, either higher or lower 


